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Just like individual personality, everyone's body size and structure also varies. When no two men
measure the same, shopping from a readymade garments store with only few standard sizes in
suits and shirts does not make much sense. Shopping thus not only makes you purchase less than
perfect fitting clothing for you, but also buy from a limited collection of designs, patterns, styles and
colors in garments. On the other hand, getting bespoke suits made for your exact size would be
hard to duplicate by anyone else.

Have you ever tried getting a custom shirt made from a bespoke tailor? Just try and you would know
that it involves so much choice making. Right from fabric of the shirt, pattern on the fabric, color
shade of the shirt, to type and dimension of collar, style of cuffs, pockets style â€“ you would have to
pick from a host of choices.  In order to have a better idea, you can always check out an online store
of some experienced bespoke tailors and see for yourself. You would be amazed at how much
customization is possible in a single shirt. For example, you may have to decide between as many
as four kinds of collars with customizable height and length! You would apparently learn how
readymade shirts hardly leave you with any choice, while there are many appealing ways to
personalize your shirt with just choosing different aspects in a shirt like collar spread and cuff stitch.
Moreover, a tailor made shirt would do away with all your fitting woes like tight around chest or too
loose along shoulders etc. The shirt would be made to fit your particular chest size, waist, wrist size
etc. and thus, deftly hide any bulges.

A bespoke shirt underneath custom suits would promise comfort along with perfect fitting. Not to
forget, you would sport your own style as the suits will be completely customized to meet your
personal choices in everything from the number of buttons, style of pockets, vents or no vents, kind
of pleats, cuffs stitch, waist band and what not. Further ordering a custom suit, shirt and trouser is
extremely convenient thanks to online presence of some of the most experienced bespoke tailors
around. Just visit their site, register your choices and place an order for your own personalized
formal dress.
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